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Manually configurable white space devices 
Consultation on the licensing  

of manually configurable white space devices  
operating in the UHF TV band 

 

 
Question 1: Do you agree with our assessment of the likely costs and benefits of 
our proposal to license MCWSDs as a transitional arrangement? Please provide 
any available evidence to support your response. 
 
No: you have ignored a wide range of issues, which include: 

a. Ofcom is a member of ITU and CEPT and should conform to the entries, to which 

they have agreed in the Radio Regulations. The allocation for this part of the 

Broadcast band is “Broadcast” with secondary use by PMSE. By no stretch of the 

imagination can WSD be included in either category. 

b. Under the various international agreements Ofcom are obliged to consult our 

neighbours before using spectrum in a way that may impact on their Broadcast 

reception. From this agreement it is a responsibility to consider the use of any WSD, 

especially 4 W high tower units which could impact on adjacent countries. We have 

not seen the proposals to carry this out or the cost of so doing. 

c. By purposing a new licenced service in the Broadcast band you immediately give it 

the same status as PMSE under the Radio Regulations (ITU-R RR), this is contrary to 

the use  and benefit of PMSE which has already lost access to some 72 MHz in the 

Broadcast Band 470-862 MHz. 

d. The licencing of any WSD system will give it a status which enables it to challenge 

PMSE use in its service area. 

e. The concept of WSD was promoted as a licence exempt database driven, spectrum 

efficient system. If it is now to be licenced why does Ofcom not put this new 

“service” in existing licenced bands.  

  

 
Question 2: If you agree that Ofcom should allow MCWSDs to operate in the UHF 
TV band within the TVWS framework, how long do you believe that the licensing 
regime would need to be in place? 
 
We do not agree that Ofcom should licence this band and find the question biased in favour 
of WSD. 
Based on our observation, the intended concept of licencing WSD suggests that the WSD 
project as pushed forward in recent years has failed and should immediately be stopped. 
There has been sufficient time and trials to show if the geo-location database concept for 
WSD will operate without interference to other users. By suggesting licencing it shows that 
the proposed system is incapable of operating without causing interference. 
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Question 3: If you agree that Ofcom should allow MCWSDs to operate in the UHF 
TV band within the TVWS framework, when do you believe it would be 
appropriate to conduct a review to assess whether there is an ongoing need to 
license MCWSDs? 
 
We do not agree that Ofcom should licence this band and find the question biased in favour 
of WSD. Therefore no review will be necessary. 
The whole concept of licencing WSD suggests that the WSD project as pushed forward in 
recent years has failed and should be stopped. There has been sufficient time and trials to 
show if the geo-location database concept for WSD will operate without interference to 
other users, by suggesting licencing it shows that the proposed system is incapable of 
operating without causing interference. 
 

 
 
Question 4: Do you agree with the proposed terms of the draft licence as set out 
in Annex 5 and as discussed below? 
 
No: Ofcom state this is to minimise cost to the WSD industry but have not considered contra 
costs for PMSE and TV reception. 
The very fact that you now, after many years of discussion and testing, require to “Licence ” 
these supposed cognitive systems show a total failure of the project, which should either 
now be scrapped or heavily modified to protect the existing users. 
As a number of proposals from WSD companies appear to be for mesh networks providing a 
mobile phone style service and the WT Act licencing gives them equivalent legal status  to 
other licenced users and will encourage Lawyers to challenge any requirement (including 
shutting down if they interfere) that Ofcom may make on their use. 
 

 
 
Question 5: Do you think it would be beneficial for the licensing regime for 
MCWSDs to cover both masters and slaves? 
 
We do not believe any licence system should be put in place but if Ofcom chose to go ahead 
all WSD forms must be licenced otherwise how interference will be mitigated? 
 

 
 
Question 6: Do you agree that our licensing regime should only apply to type A 
devices? 
 
We do not believe any licence system should be put in place but if Ofcom chose to go ahead 
all WSD forms must be licenced otherwise how interference will be mitigated? 
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Question 7: Do you agree with our approach to allow a number of MCWSDs under 
the control of a single licensee to be subject to a single licence? 
 
NO: we do not believe any licence system should be put in place but if Ofcom chose to go 
ahead all WSD devices must be licenced otherwise how interference will be mitigated? 
 

 
 
Question 8: Do you agree that the proposal for specific licence terms will 
mitigate the risks posed by the use of MCWSDs? 
 
No: for all the reasons outlined above and how will PMSE users be compensated when it 
goes wrong and an extremely expensive event with large numbers of the paying public in 
attendance is ruined. In addition the use of a licence implies legal approval for such a 
device. 

 

 
Question 9: Do you consider the proposed licence terms are appropriate and 
proportionate? 
 
No: they provide a legal status which will challenge the Radio Regulations and CEPT Report 
25 (http://www.erodocdb.dk/Docs/doc98/official/pdf/CEPTRep025.pdf) use of this band and 

allow legal challenges to PMSE use at a given point if it interferes with the WSD commercial 
activities. 
 

 
Question 10: Do you have any comments on our proposal to require applicants 
for licences to deploy MCWSDs to supply details of their QA process on 
application? 
 
Yes: there are no independent plans to check on the competence of installers to carry out 
an installation and check its coverage or control. Ofcom should ensure that each installer 
attend an Ofcom agreed training course on the subject and installations should be inspected 
and technically checked by Ofcom before being allowed to go “on air”. 
 

 
 
Question 11: Do you agree with the proposed technical conditions of the draft 
licence? 
 
No: they do not provide sufficient technical control to provide protection to other users, 
especially with reference to intermodulation interference. 
 

 
 
Question 12: Do you have any comments on the proposed duration for this 
licence?  
 

a. There should not be any licence. 
b. If there is it should be as short as possible say 3 months. 
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Question 13: Do you have any comments on our proposed licence fee of £1,500?  
 
YES: as there are a range of companies wishing to set up an equivalent mobile phone 
service, this is cheap and unfair to mobile operators. 

 

 
 
Question 14: Do you have any comments on our proposed five year minimum 
notice period for revocation for spectrum management reasons? 
 
Yes: the period is much too long and should be six months. 
 

 
 
Question 15: Do you believe there is likely to be an ongoing need for white space 
devices that allow some level of manual configuration? Please give reasons for 
your answer. 
 
No: the whole objective as stated by Ofcom was that they should be cognitive and 
controlled by a database; instead we now have a proposal for a conventional historic 
licencing system which surely defeats the whole project ethos. 
 

 
 
Question 16: Do you believe there is merit in exploring allowing enhanced 
operation through a licensing regime in the future and if so what additional 
capabilities should be allowed? 
 
No: the whole objective as stated by Ofcom was that they should be cognitive and 
controlled by a database; instead we now have a proposal for a conventional historic 
licencing system which surely defeats the whole project ethos. 

 

 
 
About the APWPT 
 
APWPT is an international non-profit organisation, which is representing the needs of all users 
of the Programme Making & Special Event (“PMSE”) sector. 
Members of APWPT include PMSE organisations, users and manufacturers. The APWPT 
directly and indirectly represents far over 25,000 members of the PMSE community in Europe 
and beyond. PMSE is crucial on a daily basis for the production of content that has received 
world-wide acclaim and continues to attract a global audience. A vast array of organisations 
are reliant on radio spectrum for the production of content for Performing Arts, Broadcasting, 
News Gathering, Independent Film and TV Production, Corporate Events, Concerts, Night 
Venues, Sports Events, Churches, etc. In addition, other sectors that utilise the current UHF 
spectrum include the Health Service, Education, Local Government, Political Programming and 
Conferencing. 
For more information about the goals and achievements of the APWPT please visit our website 
at www.apwpt.org  


